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Healthy economy –
somber mood
Dear Readers,
The ongoing wars in its neighboring countries of Syria and Iraq, the
reignited conflict with the Kurds, foreign policy tensions and internal
political polarization do not really provide a very good framework for
the Turkish national economy. However, appearances can be deceiving, the economy is continuing to boom even if it has slowed down a
little. After all, UniCredit has predicted substantial growth of 3.5 % for
2018 and 2019, more than practically every other European country
will achieve. Mechanical engineering continues to be one of the most
important driving forces of growth. It is well known for its significant
levels of added value and high proportion of research and development activities.
If you just consider the hard economic facts and figures, we currently
do not need to worry about Turkey. However, one thing that has
changed in recent months is the increasingly somber mood of investors and trade partners in Europe. This has been triggered by the
political differences between the EU states who do not want to accept
the abolition of democracy in Turkey. And that is a good thing!
Tensions have thus arisen and there is an increased feeling that Turkey
is losing its appeal. Due to the political situation and terror attacks,
companies are finding that fewer and fewer employees are willing to
move to Turkey. Additionally, an increasing number of companies are
refraining from investing in the Bosporus region or are at least
operating more cautiously.
I believe Turkey is a country full of wonderful scenery, culinary
delights, culture and people, which is why everyone should work
together to ensure it remains this way in future.
The WIN Eurasia trade fair in Istanbul may be able to
contribute towards this. This is where mechanical
engineers and technical experts from all around the
world will meet to discuss the latest technologies and
developments. As always, you will be able to read
about everything that is on display and what the
technological world currently has to offer in this
issue or at www.world-of-industries.com.
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W RLDWIDE NEWS
Wika acquires Hirschmann MCS
With the acquisition of Hirschmann Mobile Machine
Control Solutions (MCS), the Wika Group is enlarging
its corporate portfolio for applications in the field
of mobile working machines. The new business
unit will operate under the name of “Wika
Mobile Control”. The establishment of this
business unit will make it possible to offer a
much broader and more flexible range of
tailored application solutions from one
source. Wika’s product and application
competence in pressure, temperature and
force measurement will be supplemented
by the experience and know-how of
Hirschmann MCS in system integration
and safety applications in the demanding
arena of mobile working machines.
www.wika.com

DP World is upgrading two Konecranes RTGs
to remote operation
The DP World Yarimca container terminal, one of the largest
container terminals in Turkey, will upgrade two of its Konecranes RTGs to test the viability of remote operation. DP World
Yarimca’s Konecranes RTG cranes are electrically powered by
cable reel systems. They are already equipped with safety-
enhancing and operator-assisting features such as Stack
Collision Prevention, Trailer Lift Prevention, Auto-Truck
Guiding and Auto-Positioning. They are also equipped with
Auto-TOS Reporting. This will make the upgrade to remote
operation relatively easy, involving the installation of two
Remote Operating Stations (ROSs). The upgraded RTGs will be
remotely operated from two Remote Operating Stations (ROSs).

NEWS AND MARKETS

www.konecranes.com

SSI Schaefer implements logistics
center for pharmaceutical products
Postnord TPL AB, a provider of communication and
logistics solutions in Scandinavia, and Apotek Hjärtat AB,
opted for SSI Schaefer to provide the intralogistics for their
central pharmaceutical logistics center in Norrköping,
Sweden. The project includes material flow planning and a
logistics concept, as well as equipping different warehouse
areas with automated systems, c orresponding picking strategies
and comprehensive software support. The solution has also been
designed for picking e-commerce orders. SSI Schaefer implements a solution for a
turnkey system with efficient automation systems including the automatic picking
system A-Frame, the one-level shuttle system Cuby and the Schäfer Carousel System.
www.ssi-schaefer.com
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Kuebler celebrates its 10 years in India

Escha’s expansion
in China
The Escha Group is expand
ing its capacities in China
making room for more growth.
The connector- and housing
specialist opened a 2,800 m2
administration- and production
building in Shanghai. Escha has been
operating with an own sales- and produc
tion company in China since 2013 mainly supply
ing the Asian market with about fifty employees.
By relocating to the new site, Escha is reacting to
the strong company- and market growth of recent
years. Currently, Escha disposes of production
capacities in Germany, Czech Republic, and
China. Thus, the family company ensures a high
availability of its products on important markets in
Europe and Asia.

The Kübler Group, one of the leading sensor specialists
worldwide celebrated its 10 years in India. In addition to the
10 years celebration, this year’s program also included the
relocation in a newly constructed building. With more than
40 employees and 1,200 m2 of office and production space,
the company grew to an important cornerstone for the
Kübler Group. Since its foundation, more than 300,000
encoders have left the local production, and today, the
company even reaches a production of 70,000 encoders
yearly. The products, which are developed and manufactured
in India, are sold mainly on the
Asian market. They offer an
outstanding price/
performance ratio, as
the well-known
robustness of
Kübler products is
guaranteed.
www.kuebler.com

www.escha.net

Dellner acquires Pintsch Bubenzer
Sweden’s Dellner Group with its subsidiary Dellner Brakes has
signed an agreement to acquire German industrial braking
manufacturer Pintsch Bubenzer (Image) in a deal that will pave
the way for the companies’ rapid global expansion. This acquisi
tion is being carried out in partnership with investment com
pany Active Ownership Capital and comes just four months 
after Dellner Brakes acquired US brake and clutch company
Gummi USA. It is a significant step in
the Swedish company’s focused
ambition to become the world’s
leading supplier of brakes and
related power transmission
products.
www.dellner-brakes.com

Schaeffler reports strong growth in
4th quarter of 2017
Schaeffler announced its preliminary
revenue figures for 2017. The
company increased its revenue to
approximately 14 billion €,
growing by 5.9 % at constant
currency. Fourth quarter
revenue rose to approximately
3.5 billion €, up 8.5 % at constant
currency. This represents one of
the highest quarterly growth rates
the company has generated in recent
years. Both of the company’s divisions have
delivered more than 5 % rise in the revenues, with automo
tive division increasing its revenue to 10.9 billion €, and the
industrial division to approximately 3.1 billion €. All regions
of the Schaeffler Group contributed to the increase in
revenue with Greater China once again turned in the highest
growth rate of 24.1 %, Asia/Pacific was up 5.7 %, Americas
4.6 %, while Europe expanded by 1.4 % at constant currency.
www.schaeffler.com
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Turkey: good prospects for another
year of growth

Even during the Ottoman Empire, Turkey has enjoyed
the technological advancements from Europe and
access to larger markets in Asia. But its integration
with new technologies at the start of the millennium,
proved to be a turning point that has created a
massive growth cycle for the Eurasian region’s
industrial development.

T

urkey has always been a major trading destination because of its
geographic proximity to Europe, Asia, the Balkans and to the energy producing regions in the Caspian and Central Asia. It is a large
country with more than 80 million inhabitants and a free-market
economy, mainly driven by industries and service sectors, although
its traditional agriculture sector still accounts for 25 % of employment. The automotive, petrochemical and electronics industries
have grown in importance and surpassed the traditional textiles
and clothing sectors within Turkey’s export mix. With the onset of
the new millennium, Turkey’s acceptance and integration with the
new technologies has created a massive growth cycle for the Eurasian region’s industrial development.

Turkey’s economy
Author: Sushen Doshi, International Correspondent for
World of Industries
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After Turkey experienced a severe financial crisis in 2001, Ankara
adopted reforms as part of an IMF program. The reforms strength-

ened the country’s economic fundamentals and ushered in an
era of strong growth averaging more than 6 % annually until 2008.
Global economic conditions caused the GDP to contract in 2009,
but Turkey’s well-regulated financial markets and banking system
helped the country weather the global financial crisis, and GDP
growth rebounded to around 9 % in 2010-11. Since 2014, productivity and growth has slightly slowed to reveal the underlying imbalances in the Turkish economy. In particular, Turkey’s low domestic
savings and large current account deficit means it must rely on foreign investment inflows to finance its growth, leaving the economy
vulnerable to destabilizing shifts in investor confidence.
Turkey has made great economic strides in the last 15 years
and has shown strong growth with an average annual real GDP
growth rate of more than 6 %. The GDP rose from $ 230 billion in
2002 to more than triple at $ 850 billion in 2016. It is among the
15 largest economies in the world in terms of purchasing power
parity and among the top 6 economies in Europe. In 2016, Turkey
had global trade volumes totalling to more than $ 340 billion. The
European Union is Turkey’s number one import and export partner, while Turkey ranks 7th in EU’s top import and 5th in export
destinations. Turkey mainly exports machinery, transport equipment and engineering goods to the EU. Rising levels of purchasing
power amongst Turkey’s middle class and the high disposable income levels of its major trade partners – mostly the EU countries,
provides a much necessary boost to the domestic consumption as
well as exports.
In the third quarter of 2017, Turkish economy grew by 11 % yearon-year basis, accelerating sharply from a 5.4 % expansion in the
previous quarter and beating market expectations of 10 %. It was
the strongest pace of expansion recorded since 2011. The OECD
forecasts the annual GDP growth to be around 4.5 % in 2018 and
5 % in 2019, driven mainly by household consumption, fixed investment, exports and government spending.

Rise of Turkish manufacturing
The manufacturing industry is one of the main drivers of the Turkish economy, accounting for roughly a quarter of the total GDP.
According to Turkstat, Turkey’s manufacturing industry has been
growing at a CAGR of 12 % since 2003. Its top 10 exports include
Automobiles and auto components ($ 20 billion), Machinery ($ 12
billion), Gold and other precious metal ($ 12 billion), Electrical
machinery and equipment ($ 8 billion), Iron and steel ($ 6 billion).
Machinery manufacturing continues to be one of the key growth
drivers of the Turkish economy. This sector plays a crucial role in
the development of Turkey’s greater manufacturing industry due to

Brake technology 4.0 —
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condition, temperature and wear
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its capability to produce intermediate goods and to provide inputs
to key sectors such as automobiles, construction, energy, textiles,
agriculture, and mining. The machinery manufacturing sector in
Turkey is relatively R&D intensive as compared to other emerging
markets. Inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) in machinery
manufacturing represents a significant share of country’s overall
FDI amount, making up around 20 % of total manufacturing FDI
between 2005-2015. R&D expenditures on machinery manufacturing reached $ 600 million in 2014, accounting for almost 10 % of the
total R&D expenditure of the country. Turkey’s competitiveness in
the machinery sector is driven by favorable input costs and strong
enablers. Input costs include competitive labor cost, an affordable
and reliable energy supply, and logistical advantages based on the
geo-strategic location of Turkey, while enablers include a skilled
workforce, investment incentives, sound infrastructure and a strong
base of domestic suppliers.
To establish itself as major manufacturing power, Turkey has set
the year 2023 as its target. All the government initiatives and policies
are focused with 2023 in sight. For the machinery and equipment
manufacturing sector, the goal is to achieve $ 100 billion in export.
Apart from creating higher export revenues, the country aims to
shift from being a manufacturer of low cost products to high valueadded products. To achieve this, Turkey with help from the EU, is
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focusing on increasing its R&D base by encouraging domestic and
foreign investors to set up in Technology Development Zones (TDZ)
in Turkey. TDZs are organized research and business centers where
academic, economic and social structures become integrated and
universities, research institutions, and industrial foundations work
together for innovation, technology transfer; increasing productivity and reducing production costs; increasing product quality and
standards; working on product development; supporting technological investments and entrepreneurship. To further promote the
participation in TDZs, the government offers incentives and tax exemptions to entrepreneurs operating in this region until 2023 from
the income made from R&D operations. Taxes on the wages of R&D
personnel are exempt until 2023 as well. On an average, every year
4 new TDZs are launched in Turkey. As Turkey proceeds towards its
goal for 2023, more and more TDZs are expected to emerge.

Turkey’s infrastructure boom
No other country with the exception of China and India, is undergoing a bigger infrastructure boom than Turkey. The Turkish
Government is overseeing a $ 400 billion spending spree on infrastructure, with an aim to lay the ground work for rapid economic
development. The impressive list of projects includes a $ 29 billion

new international airport in Istanbul, which will replace the 93 year
old Ataturk airport. With Istanbul’s advantageous geographical location in mind, this new airport is designed for a passenger capacity of
150 million per year, which will make it one of the busiest airports
and cargo terminals in the world. Along with the new airport, Turkish government is planning to invest $ 45 billion to build a 10,000 km
high speed rail network, another $ 6.5 billion on Istanbul-Izmir motorway project. The new motorway will reduce the average journey
time and the traffic load on the existing route by more than 30 %. The
motorway will offer easy and safe connectivity between the Marmara and the Aegean regions of Turkey that together account for 60 % of
national GDP, 38 % of freight transport and 40 % of passenger transport in Turkey. Apart from investments in improving its air, rail and
road infrastructure, Turkey is a focusing on developing its energy infrastructure with a $ 10 billion Trans-Anatolian gas pipeline that will
connect Azerbaijan’s production facilities to cities in Europe passing
through Turkey and a $ 5 billion refinery, which upon completion
will be the largest in the country. Turkey is also beefing up its defense and aerospace industry cluster with investments more than
$ 7 billion, so it can increase production and exports in the international market. All of these mega building projects come on the heels
of completion of Eurasia Tunnel and Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge in
2016. All the above projects are impressive, but Turkey’s Urban Re-

ANTRIEB

DER

newal project is most massive of them all as it will cost more than
$ 200 billion. Such mega infrastructure projects offer a big boost to
the economy as they create a multiplier effect and increase the aggregate demand of various engineering goods and services.

Another year of growth, despite turbulence
In the immediate aftermath of the failed coup attempt in July 2016,
the Turkish economy bled and saw steep declines in real production, domestic demand and investor confidence. But over the next
few months, the government actions were instrumental in generating a fresh momentum and thus pulling the economy from the
brink of crisis. Now, more than a year after the coup attempt, Turkish economy has posted impressive growth figures. This growth is
relied heavily on the inflow of foreign short-term investments as
well as on strong government levers at home, including the rise in
bank lending, tax cuts and other incentives. Though not all is shiny
as the growth numbers suggest, as current account deficit, unemployment and inflation have increased. The prevailing views among
experts is that despite its spectacular growth in 2017, Turkey is entering 2018 with some serious challenges on its plate.
Photographs: Fotolia
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WIN Eurasia 2018: the hotspot for
Eurasia’s manufacturing industry

NEWS AND MARKETS

An international trade fair in Istanbul, the industrial
heartland of Turkey, offers an excellent opportunity
for companies to penetrate deeper into the Turkish
market, as well as hunt for fresh markets to drive
further growth.

G

lobally, Turkey is in a strong position with access to more than
a billion people within a 4 hour flight radius, and more than
$ 8 trillion of foreign trade, from Europe, Asia, the Balkans and
North African countries to the energy producing regions in the
Caspian and Central Asia. Sitting at the crossroads of world’s most
important trade routes and energy routes make it a thriving trading
hub and an attractive base for all sorts of industries. Considering
the geographic advantages that Turkey and Istanbul in particular,
have to offer, hosting WIN Eurasia - the international trade event,
consisting of Integrated Automation, Motion & Drives show along
with 5 other industrial trade shows under one roof, provides numerous opportunities to explore and access the emerging trends in the
manufacturing sector. The international trade fair to be held from
15th until the 18th March 2018 at the Tüyap Fair and Congress Center
in Istanbul attracts more than 75,000 visitors and 1,500 exhibitors
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from over 40 countries, thereby consolidating its place as the most
influential trade fair in the region.
Today, factories all over the world are at the threshold of a major
transformation where technological developments such as digitalization, internet of things and artificial intelligence lead to major
changes in the industries and point to a new era of Industry 4.0.
Being the pioneering event to showcase the developments in the
industry for years, WIN Eurasia is prepared to lead the companies in
this transformation. As the leading and the biggest international annual event in the region; WIN Eurasia 2018 offers a 360 degree view
to the Eurasian manufacturing sector by covering 6 trade fairs that
are interrelated both in demand and supply prospects. This merger
creates a significant synergy and gathers a broad spectrum of products and services from the entire manufacturing domain under one
roof. Along with eye catching beauty of the historic city of Istanbul,
this event offers an excellent chance for visitors to penetrate
deeper into the Turkish market, to promote innovative products
and equipment that offer solutions to the entire industrial landscape. Although Turkey in itself is an interesting market place, the
exhibition is targeting a much bigger market – the entire Eurasian
economic region. Due to a wide range of excellent international

Author: Sushen Doshi, International Correspondent for World of Industries

marketing activities and travel connections, the 2017 edition of
WIN Eurasia had in attendance majority of the visitors from the
Middle East, Central and Eastern Europe and as well other neighboring r egions. This event is the ideal place to get a sense of latest
trends and technologies in engineering, industrial automation,
logistics and material handling etc. WIN-Eurasia provides a unique
opening for global as well as domestic players to gather market
intelligence and customer’s requirements, which helps the design
engineers in developing products for the future.

Trade Fair Line Up
At WIN Eurasia - World of Industry, visitors benefit from the sheer
range of products and solutions this trade fair has on display. It
covers crucial industry sectors with its 6 leading trade fairs like –
automation, motion and drives, electro-tech, metal working, welding, surface technology and logistics.
Integrated Automation Motion & Drives Eurasia: Previously
known as Otomasyon Eurasia and Hydraulic & Pneumatic Eurasia,
both the shows have now merged to form Integrated Automation,
Motion & Drives (IAMD) Eurasia. It reflects the reality of today’s
market environment, which increasingly favors cross-sector solutions and digitally integrated products. This show features a full array of industrial automation, power transmission and fluid power
technologies . Thanks to its size and significance, IAMD will be
the premier platform for visitors and exhibitors. Product category
at IAMD includes: Drives and mechanical transmission systems
like linear motion systems, gears, chain and belt transmissions,
couplings, brakes and bearings, electrical power transmission

and motion control equipment like electric motors and frequency
inverters. It also includes products from hydraulics, pneumatics,
pumps, seals, lubricants and lubrication systems, monitoring and
measuring devices, and engineering solutions for support and
maintenance. The integrated automation segment has on display
the best in robotics technologies, process and factory automation,
industrial IT and software, new technologies in automated motion
control and process control. As IoT, with its integration into the
business world, continues to accelerate the digitalization, a special
area focusing on Big Data, Cloud-based services and M2M technologies, integrated products, solutions and services will be exhibited
in the Digital Factory - IIoT Special Area.
Electrotech Eurasia: At Electrotech Eurasia, electrical energy
generation, supply, transmission, distribution and storage systems
will be under the spotlight. Products on display at this prominent

trade fair include cables & equipment for electric power transmission, electric and electronic testing and measuring equipment,
electric motors and frequency inverters, electric switchgear and
equipment for power distribution, electronic and optoelectronic
components, lighting equipment, transformers, accumulators,
uninterruptable power supplies, generators and grid management
systems. Big Data and artificial intelligence are the buzz words in
the manufacturing industry today. But neither the factory of today
nor tomorrow can run without compressed air and vacuum technology. A special area dedicated to ‘ComVac’ has on display the
complete range of compressed air and vacuum technology, from
generation and processing to compressors, pumps and measuring
instruments to financing and management solutions.
CeMAT Eurasia: As Turkey expands its international trade volumes, the logistics and transportation sector in Istanbul and its
adjacent regions is set to experience massive volumes of growth as
well as new challenges especially arising due to congestion. More
investment on infrastructure is one part of the solution but more
importantly to make technological developments in the logistics
industry including satellite communications of the vehicles, track
and trace of the shipments, introduction of RFID etc. This will inevitably create a logistics ecosystem in which more and more components are networked. The international trade fair ‘CeMAT Eurasia’
plays a vital role in providing sustainable solutions to Istanbul’s
logistics challenges.
Exhibitors from around the world representing large multinational as well as small enterprises will present their latest products
like industrial trucks, forklifts, cranes, hoists, lifts, escalators, vertical lifting equipment, port logistics equipment, remotely operated transportation systems. The store & load segment will have
on display latest warehousing systems and accessories, conveyor
systems, robotic handling systems, loading systems for bulk goods
and shelf storage systems etc. The pick & pack segment consists
of labelling and identification systems, packaging materials,
packaging and order picking systems for warehouse operations.
Increasingly becoming a crucial part of any logistics operation is
the logistics IT. In Istanbul visitors can get to know about various
software for warehouse management, transportation logistics,
computer systems for intra-logistics, auto-ID systems, intra-logistics sensors etc.
Photographs: Hannover Fairs Turkey Fuarcilik A.S.

www.win-eurasia.com
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Safety to cloud as an
Industry 4.0 compliant solution

Data is the new gold in Industry 4.0. Machines, tools
and workpieces will become cyber-physical systems
which collect and exchange data. The result is a whole
new quality of production data which enables
decentralised production control in real-time. But the
digital transformation poses new challenges for the
safety technology. Schmersal Group now presents an
innovative safety solution which is suitable for
worldwide applications. The company, one of the global
market leaders in safety technology, has recently
expanded its business in Turkey and Eastern Europe.

T

he Schmersal Group is showcasing its first ‘Safety to Cloud’
solution. All Schmersal’s solenoid interlocks and safety sensors
fitted with an SD interface and a few safety light barriers can transfer data to any cloud via the PSC1 safety controller or an SD gateway
in conjunction with an Edge gateway. The SD (Serial Diagnostics)
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interface is used to transfer non-secure data from safety sensors
and solenoid interlocks in safe series connection. The Smart
Safety Solution allows all cyclical SD interface sensor data to be
transferred to the cloud. Linking these cyclic SD data within the
cloud gives the user comprehensive diagnostics o
 ptions, including switching cycles, safety status information, tolerance warnings,
distance warnings, and much more. The Edge gateway forwards
the data in a common format, which is independent of any system
and a standardised protocol for M2M communication.

Location-independent control of production
processes
Diagnostic information can be visualised on screen and accessed
via mobile devices such as smartphones or tablets. This enables
control of production processes which is independent of location.
The visualisation of data via dashboards can be implemented, for
example, by using a Microsoft tool, which offers a range of useful
functionality for data display in the form of tables, diagrams and
graphics, etc. “This means we can offer our customers a solution
which is completely manufacturer and system-neutral and they can
choose which cloud they wish to use,” explains Siegfried Rüttger,
Project Manager Industry 4.0 at the Schmersal Group.

Successful in Eastern Europe
As of January 2017, Schmersal and the Turkish Entek Otomasyon
Urunleri San. ve Tic A.S. have established a sales partnership
for the marketing of Schmersal safety products and systems
in Turkey. The cooperation with Entek gives Schmersal’s Turkish
customers easier access to the complete range of safety products. Also, thanks to Entek’s sales network with seven offices
across Turkey – Istanbul (headquarter), Gebze, Bursa, Ankara,
Izmir, Eskisehir, Adana – Schmersal can offer a higher level
of support close to where the customers’ business is located.
In early 2018, Schmersal gained a new partner especially for
the distribution of optoelectronic products in Turkey, such as
safety light grids and light curtains: İLKE
Otomasyon is a young and dynamic
company operating in automation with headquarters based
in Şişli-Istanbul and further
offices in Beyoğlu-Istanbul,
Gebze and Çerkezköy.
Recently, Schmersal has
also expanded its business
activities to the Republic of
Azerbaijan. Here, Schmersal
sells its products through
its new sales partner, the company BS-Avtomatika LLC, based
in Baku, the country’s capital.

Smart safety solution enables predictive
maintenance
“The Smart Safety Solution enables the consistent communication of diagnostic information from the sensor to the cloud, thus
smoothing the way for predictive maintenance,” explains Siegfried Rüttger. For example, users can display how often
a machine starts up and the number of operating hours, which can be used to calculate
predicted wear on components to enable
early exchange. Thereby machine downtimes will be reduced to a minimum
and avoids unnecessary costs. Another
major advantage is that safety light barriers can also be integrated into the
system. If, for example, contamination
occurs on the sensors of the light grids

Safety to Cloud solution: diagnostic
information can be visualised on screen
and accessed via mobile devices such as
smartphones or tablets

and the signal is weakened as a result, a warning message can be
transmitted so that corrective measures can be taken early before
the light grid switches off safely.

Company with a global reach
The Schmersal Group provides customers with systems and solutions for functional machine safety. The group with headquarters
based in Germany has one of the most comprehensive range of
safety technology products and services in the world and is among
the international market leaders. The extensive range of more than
25,000 products includes safety switches and sensors, safety controllers, solenoid interlocks, emergency stop switches, optoelectronic safety devices such as safety light curtains, lift switchgear
and safety components for the heavy industry – to name just a few.
Through tec.nicum, its global service network, Schmersal also o
 ffers
its customers a complete range of safety services covering training,
consultancy services, technical planning / project management
and installation.
Photographs: infobox fotolia, others Schmersal

www.schmersal.com
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Thermography
system in motion
A fully autonomous, high-tech
robot has special abilities. He is able
to save human lives in critical
situations and rough terrain and
useful in industrial environments
when monitoring machines and
processes. Center piece is an
infrared camera. Due to their high
thermal sensitivity, the system is
ideal for precision measurement
tasks in real time. Immerse into the
fascination of thermography
systems and let yourself be inspired
on the following article.

The autonomous robot is equipped with a
thermoImager infrared camera, which is used in
rescue operations and industrial environments

AUTOMATION

A

nymal is a unique robot from Anybotics AG, whose four legs
and the high agility of the joints, which can be rotated by 360 °,
enable Anymal to climb, jump, run, creep and even dance. Its name
is derived from the word “animal” as the robot also moves like an
animal. The robot can be used, for example, in debris fields where
access to buried people after an earthquake is impeded. Also, the
robot’s design resembles an animal. The robot is similar-looking to
a dog and due to numerous sensors, is equipped with an extremely
precise sense of feel.
Whether it’s for mountain rescue, bomb disposal or post-earthquake situations - whenever people need to be rescued quickly in
a targeted manner in places that are dangerous for humans, the

robot’s skills are required. Anymal weighs just 30 kg, fully auto
nomous and equipped with innovative technology, among other

Authors: Dipl.-Ing. Manfred Pfadt, Product Manager, Micro-Epsilon
Messtechnik GmbH & Co.KG, Ortenburg, Germany and Péter Fankhauser,
Robotics Software Engineer, Anybotics AG, Zürich, Switzerland
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things, with laser sensors that allow him to move safely. They recognize barriers and help to plan movements in difficult terrain.

Infrared camera for non-contact temperature
measurement
Another onboard technology makes the robot particularly interesting: modern thermography systems from Micro-Epsilon. The
swiveling inspection head of the anymal contains the thermoImager
TIM 160 infrared camera which is used for non-contact temperature measurement. The thermal imaging camera must meet high
requirements for this measurement task. Low weight and compactness are required in order to install it on the robot. Furthermore, the
camera is robust and insensitive to water and shocks. The required
temperature range which the camera should detect reliably is - 20 to
+ 350 °C with an accuracy of approximately 2 % FSO.
The thermoImager enables the robot to find extremely hot places, or hot spots, by scanning the surroundings using the sensor.
Therefore, Anymal is able to raise an alarm early. This is important
in rescue operations but also in industrial environments when

protection frame

IR gas detection sensor

thermal camera
ultrasound microphone

zoom camera with
connectible IR ﬁlter

sintered Aluminum housing
IP67 sealing and cooling ﬁns

LED and IR illumination

01 State-of-the-art technology is housed in the inspection

head and gives the robot its senses

monitoring machines and processes. The main fields of application for thermal imaging cameras in industrial environments are
the analysis of dynamic heating processes in product and process
development, stationary use for continuous monitoring and control of thermal processes. They are also sometimes used as portable
measuring devices in maintenance and for the detection of heat
leaks. Thermal imaging cameras are also used in flight applications
for surfaces that are poorly visible from the ground.

Zoom camera, microphones and gas detection sensor
The inspection head of Anymal is also fitted with an RGB zoom
camera, microphones and a gas detection sensor. The freedom
of movement of the entire system enables targeted inspection of
difficult-to-access places. Péter Fankhauser, Robotics Software
Engineer at Anybotics AG is very satisfied with the thermal imaging
camera from Micro-Epsilon: “The thermoImager TIM 160 meets our
requirements, useful USB port and Linux drivers. The user-friendly
camera is quickly ready for operation and has achieved impeccable results in our operations. Soon, we’ll use sensors for thickness
measurements.”

Technology and benefits of thermal imaging cameras
Unlike pyrometers, thermal imaging cameras do not detect and
measure the temperature on a point but over a surface. They operate in a similar way to digital cameras and provide a visual field or
Field of View (FOV). Matched with a suitable lens, the FOV can be
adapted to a specific application. In the infrared range, heat radiation can only be focused through lenses made from Germanium
or by using surface mirrors. Compared to common lenses that are
produced in large batches, these annealed lenses are still a substantial cost factor for thermal imaging cameras. Either as spherical triple lens or aspheric double lens, they must be calibrated
to each single pixel in order to achieve thermometrically correct
measurements, particularly when it comes to cameras with interchangeable lenses.
Due to their high thermal sensitivity, the infrared TIM 160 cameras are ideal for precision measurement tasks in real time. Further-

02 Fields of application for thermal imaging in industrial environments
are the analysis of dynamic heating processes in product and process
development, stationary use for continuous monitoring and control of
thermal processes (picture: thermoImager infrared camera TIM 160)

more, the systems stand out due to a high frame rate of 120 Hz. The
infrared camera is connected via a USB interface, which also supplies the power. The measuring range extends from - 20 to + 900 °C,
with an option to + 1 500 °C. Infrared cameras from Micro-Epsilon
are lightweight and robust which means they are ideally suited
for use in industrial environments or installation on robots. They
inspect, among other things, thermal insulation of houses, power
loss of electronic assemblies, detect pockets of embers, monitor
surface temperatures and can be used to inspect the focus of inflammation in medicine. Micro-Epsilon offers different performance
classes in its range of innovative infrared cameras with cross-sector
application knowledge and suitable models.
Photographs: Micro-Epsilon

www.micro-epsilon.com
www.anybotics.com
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Generating added value from
machinery and production data
Machines and systems of industry generate a range
of data like temperature, pressure, energy
consumption and vibration. These values are
constantly measured by sensors, monitored and fed
back to the control unit. The volume of data is massive
and therefore it is necessary to filter out the relevant
data and evaluate it. The intelligent data analysis
method “Industrial analytics” takes production to
another level and Weidmüller is playing a major role
with its flexible, scalable solution.

I

AUTOMATION

n most cases, machine and production facilities already provide
sufficient data, meaning additional sensors are not required.
Weidmüller engineers simply start with all the available process
and machine data, from which the machine’s behaviour can be
learned. The data is then reduced and only that which is actually
required for an understanding of the machine is considered. An
application-specific analytics engine is then configured as a func-
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tion of the m
 achine type. This entails software that can monitor and
predict the behaviour of the machine. Weidmüller calls this “advanced analytics”. It is not just about analysing historical data, but
also making predictions based on this data. Weidmüller bases its
predictions on sound mathematical and statistical processes in order to describe machine behaviour. The processes within a machine
or system may well be complex – but with the necessary tools they
can be predicted without having to be a clairvoyant.

The focus is on the users
In the analyses, the focus is on the users as their know-how is very
important. The analysis engine may well be able to predict a fault
with a certain probability – but to do so it must have been classified
beforehand. Only the user can assess whether an anomaly should
actually be classified as a critical fault.
The advantage is that downtimes can be avoided through predictive maintenance, which mainly affects the operator, but is also a
real benefit to machine constructors. In machine construction, the
vision is to establish a completely new customer relationship. An
amended, data-driven business model is an ideal solution. This
example serves as an explanation: today, if a machine breaks down,
the operator needs to call the manufacturer to send out a service
engineer. This relationship will be reversed in future, with the

Industrial Ethernet
switches

Remote-I/O system u-remote

Security router

ACT20C Analogue signal converter

01 Diagrams (from left to right): efficient system management, rapid remote
diagnostics, accelerated plant service – this system solution increases machine
and plant availability thanks to quicker teleservicing

 achinery manufacturer contacting the customer proactively and
m
pointing out a current problem or an imminent fault to them based
on the data analysed.
With individually designed remote maintenance solutions based
on u-link, the web-based remote access service, Weidmüller is
already offering machinery and plant engineering companies the
tools they need for tailored maintenance services, covering the entire life cycle of a machine or system. In addition, machinery and
plant engineering companies will in future be able to specifically
develop machine or plant models because they know exactly how
their machines are used and behave.

The systems are tailored to individual needs
Weidmüller knows its customers’ applications and is therefore able
to offer specific analytics functions for machinery and plant engineering. In particular, Weidmüller predictions do not relate to individual components, but summarise all the available information
to give a comprehensive overview of the machine. Customers benefit from advice, engineering, software and hardware are tailored
to their individual needs. The analytics engine can be used both on
Weidmüller automation components and in the cloud. What the
topology ultimately looks like is decided in close dialogue with the
customer. The Weidmüller aspiration is not a standard package, but
always a flexible, scalable overall solution.

Flexible and scalable solution package
The scalable solution package consists of hardware and software
that are systematically interlinked and complement one another
perfectly: communications-compliant ACT 20C signal converters record the signal, prepare them or standardise them and make
them available for further processing. Another option for signal
collection and forwarding is provided by the u-remote remote I/O
system with its IP 20 and IP 67 protection modules and large number of fieldbus couplers to the most popular bus systems. Ethernet

02 The communication-enabled ACT 20C signal converters record
signals, prepare them or standardise them for further processing

switches and security routers are available for the implementation
of a high-performance communications network. Using the u-link
web-based remote maintenance solution, machines and plants can
be monitored efficiently and safely all over the world. The intuitive
interface of u-link can be easily configured to match the system and
quickly customised to meet specific design requirements. Finally,
the software is used to analyse the data acquired to ensure the
statements made about the machine behaviour are reliable. Close
coordination with the relevant customers is key in order to integrate
their domain know-how in the best way possible. This is the only
way that the relevant results can achieve specific added value.
Photographs: Weidmüller GmbH & Co. KG

www.weidmueller.com
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Energy chains and cables from igus are
used in many Wemo products

High-speed movements thanks
to new reinforcement system

AUTOMATION

Pick & place applications, printers and handling
systems have one thing in common: high cycle rates
and very high dynamics. For the sake of economy,
self-supporting corrugated tubes are often used for the
energy supply. However, the fast movements often
leading to damage of the corru-gated hose. A Swedish
robot manufacturer has minimized the risk with a tube
reinforcement from the motion plastics specialist igus.

M

echanical engineering has a long tradition in Sweden. Business is good for the automation sec-tor, which is on the road to
success. This enabled Wemo Automation AB to expand its business
located in Värnamo, Sweden, and Reinheim in Germany, and had
already announced its merger with Hahn Automation in May 2015.
Wemo and Hahn are expanding and consolidating the robot business. While Hahn offers a product portfolio of larger robots with a
focus on the automotive industry, Wemo’s core competence lies in
the field of smaller to middle sized robots for the plastic industry.
Among the highlights of the Wemo handling range are the “xDesign” series of linear robots. Ac-cording to the manufacturer specifications, they are the perfect all-rounders for the removal of various
plastic parts and meet the highest demands for flexibility. The “sDesign” robots in turn serve for the removal of fast running packaging
parts. These high-speed handling devices are opti-mised for maximum performance and speed. They ensure a cycle time of less than
2.7 seconds.

How to prevent a breakdown of a robot
At such high speeds, component parts are subject to high loads. In
the case of cables and cable guides, Wemo relies on products from
igus such as “e-rib”, the igus corrugated tube reinforcement for
corrugated hoses from various manufacturers.
In many of Wemo’s robots, the ready to connect igus chainflex
cables designed specifically for moving applications are guided in

01 The Wemo portfolio comprises four type series – twelve robots,

02 In a retrofit, a supply part allows an upgrade of existing applications

corrugated tubes for cost reasons, being lower priced than normal energy supply chains. The problem: In the case of quick lateral
movements, unwanted lateral deflections of the vertically standing corrugation tube occur. In the worst case, this causes the hose
to break. This can be caused either by over-expansion or by being
caught in parts of the machine. As a result, the cables laid in the
hose are often damaged, which leads to robot failure. “We had tried
with an in-house development to prevent this oscillation. Metal
at the bottom of the tube along with an inner fibreglass pin was
designed to help. However, this was very complex and cost-inten-

ibility. Our international customers include many small companies
that require high-tech robots for their production. Stand-ards –
both in our handling systems as well as in the purchased parts –
decide efficiency and prof-itability.” The period of four months from
the date of ordering to delivery forty years ago, is cur-rently reduced
to four to six weeks, according to Stahl.

ranging from compact sprue pick-ers up to large robots with handling
weights of up to 60 kg

“Flexible protection from igus prevents
unwanted deflections in unsupported
corrugated tube systems.”
sive to implement”, says Olof Stahl, Director of Technical Management at Wemo. Finally, the first sample of the e-rib came to Wemo
through the igus product manager, Ralf Kabus. The development
then was carried forward in close collaboration, and a series product eventually emerged from the concept. The tube protection has
already been significantly improved since 2015, says Ralf Kabus
further: “Originally there existed only a nominal width of 29 mm
and the protection could only be applied to PMA hoses. In the
meantime, the e-rib can be used independently of the tube manufacturer. Three more sizes are now available.”

Application advantages
One of the positive features of the tube reinforcement from igus is its
easy assembly: The e-rib is simply clipped onto the corrugated tube
and can also be easily retrofitted to existing systems. The corrugated
tube is then stabilised so that it can only move in one direction – lateral deflections are greatly minimized. The guide elements on the sides
also provide for a larger unsupported length. The available sizes fit the
tube nominal widths 23, 29, 36 and 48 mm. With the e-rib, igus had
exactly the right solution ready to give precise support to Wemo.

High-tech robots for the international market
For Olof Stahl, especially the quick and easy assembly plays a decisive role in making competitive robots: “When it comes to money,
we cannot be satisfied with low-cost suppliers from, for example,
Asia. We at Wemo gain the edge with high quality and greater flex-

- the e-rib corrugated tube reinforcement can easily be retrofitted in
existing systems

Monitoring system for cables and energy supply
chains
And in the future too, companies like Wemo can rely on the innovative support of igus. The ad-vances in the field of energy supply
continue constantly, as Ralf Kabus explains: “For example, with ‘isense’, a monitoring system for cables, energy supply chains and linear guides, applications become safer and more economical. This is
because these products report independently when a replacement
is due, which leads to predictable reliability and maintenance.” The
results from the 2,750-square-metre test laboratory in Cologne are
incorporated here, where 1.4 million electrical measurements are
carried out each year, which deliver reliable limit values for the
service life of cables. “Our handling systems are often located in
hot environments, such as injection molding machines,” explains
Director Stahl of Wemo. “The plastic components used here must
not soften. Since we started using chainflex cables and energy
supply systems from igus, we have had no problems.”
Photographs: lead / ornaments Wemo Automation AB, 01 + 02 igus

www.igus.com

Plastics for applications in motion
The igus GmbH produces machine elements made of highperformance plastics, which are used in the field of movement and are characterised by a long service life and low
maintenance (lubrication-free properties). The product
portfolio includes over 100,000 solutions from stock, which
are completed by systems and services. The innovative power
of the company is reflected in hundreds of new products and
solutions every year. The products are tested intensively to
make specific predictions regarding service life in a variety
of application scenarios.
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Unique in the world of temperature
measuring technology

Authors: Giovanni Colucci, Marketing
Manager for Temperature, Endress+Hauser
Group, Germany, Philipp Garbers, Sector
Manager for Life Sciences, Endress+Hauser
Group, Germany

Smooth-running processes are essential for high
process reliability and system availability in countless
industries. In this article, we will provide an overview
of a new self-calibrating temperature sensor, which
will revolutionize the world of temperature
measurement technology. This innovative technology
will enable a rethink within the life sciences industry
which will reduce costs, modernize workflows and
significantly increase process reliability.

AUTOMATION

M

easuring devices in the Life Sciences and Food & Beverage
industries often require pluri-annual calibrations. Removing
and reinstalling probes is a time-consuming and costly step, especially in large plants. TrustSens is the world’s first sensor capable of
selfcalibration, making process disruption a thing of the past. Fully
traceable, cyclical and during the active process, reducing the risk of
undetected nonconformities to a minimum. Now, Endress+Hauser
is launching the iTherm TrustSens TM37x. Specially developed for
hygienic and aseptic applications, the thermometer enables seamless and traceable calibration in the ongoing process. Full automation makes very short calibration cycles without additional costs
possible, which reduces the risk of unknown measured errors to a
minimum (self-calibration before every batch). Plant downtimes
will also drop significantly. The result is more output with simultaneously less effort, reduced costs and minimized risk thanks to
seamless process verification.
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Physical principle of the sensor
At the heart of the temperature probe is a highly developed sensor
unit consisting of a primary Pt100 temperature sensor and a highly
accurate integrated reference. It uses a physical fixed point on the
basis of the Curie temperature and therefore serves to regularly

T

he iTherm TrustSens will
represent an essential
component of our concepts for
calibration optimization.
Simone Erath, Marketing Manager for
Services, Endress+Hauser, Germany

c alibrate the primary sensor. That means every time the process
temperature drops below 118 °C / 239 °F (Curie point of reference), the reference triggers the recalibration of the primary sensor.
Manual intervention is only necessary when the TrustSens sensor
reports a malfunction. This ensures that the constantly high measuring accuracy of the temperature sensor is achieved throughout
its entire service life.
After self-calibrating, the iTherm TrustSens supplies audit-compliant calibration data for complete documentation. A valid calibration certificate can be prepared at any time with a simple mouse
click (for example with the Endress+Hauser FieldCare software).

Importance for the life sciences industry
The self-calibrating TrustSens technology is a major innovation in
the regulated GMP environment. However, innovations also raise
questions about change management since we currently work with
established SOPs and validated processes. TrustSens sensors have
fully automated self-calibration or they can be used as a classic temperature sensor and re-calibrated manually. In the long term, both
mean a significant increase in process reliability through self-calibration for every steam sterilization above 118 °C before every batch.

View into the future
The fact that the integrated reference no longer needs to be sent
in paves the way for a future in which trusting the measurement
technology used and the manufacturer is still of key importance.
The new TrustSens technology will enable new workflows and SOPs

The self-calibrating thermometer is also designed for installation
in small pipe nominal diameters

T

o be able to put a great
innovation through its
paces before market launch
– now that’s what creates
trust.

Contiguous process verification is already recommended in the
Good Manufacturing Practice regulations (GMP – Annex 15).

Full traceability
The Sensor is supplied ex-works with a calibration certificate for the
fixed-point reference integrated in the sensor. The DAkkS-accredited
calibration laboratory of Endress+Hauser thus ensures full traceability of the calibration chain to the ITS-90 International Temperature
Scale. Years of extensive load tests over many thousands of calibration cycles, both in the lab and with the customer under GMP conditions have confirmed that the solution is well developed.

Long device and process history at any time
The integrated smart electronics contain varied diagnostic functions, which are categorized in accordance with the NE107 Namur
recommendation and transmitted via Hart communication.
Furthermore, status signals are displayed locally by means of the
LED integrated in the device. In addition to the automated calibration, and therefore verification of the thermometer’s measuring accuracy, data from the last 350 calibrations is stored directly in the
device. This makes it possible to access a long device and process
history at any time, which can be used as a basis for the early determination of trends. These functions, known as “Heartbeat Technology”, guarantee continuous, fully autonomous device self-diagnostics.

Meet the highest international standards
The thermometer for sterile applications is made from high-grade
SS 316L/1.4435 stainless steel. The device is available in various surface qualities and can be configured with electropolishing as standard for particularly low germ adhesion. In addition
to the current standard approvals for use in professional hygiene
applications, the iTherm TrustSens TM37x has been developed
and designed fully in accordance with ASME BPE and thus meets
the highest international standards. The innovations behind the
iTherm TrustSens are the result of around 10 years of research and
development along with close cooperation with the customers and
partners from the life sciences and food industries.

Dr. Christian Groth, Technical
manager, Nordmark Arzneimittel
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

as well as reducing the load on staff in the long term. Against this
background, the risk analysis may also receive new impetus in the
future. Endress+Hauser is happy to assist you in this transition as
part of your change management process so that you can continue
to be audit-compliant in the future using the best technology.
Photographs: Endress+Hauser, Nordmark

www.de.endress.com

Highlights: short-and-sweet summary
n Maximized process safety through self-calibration and

Heartbeat Technology
n No production downtime due to fully automated and trace-

able inline self-calibration
n Fully automated documentation - audit-proof
n Highest measuring accuracy through characteristic adjustment
n International certifications and approvals
n Measuring range: - 40 to + 160 °C (- 40 to + 320 °F)
n More than 50 hygienic process connections as standard for

industry applications: Life Sciences, Food & Beverage
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Extensive safety portfolio
Safety components shine especially in difficult environments
where contamination or dust is expected. Both devices, a
transponder coded safety sensor and a transponder coded
safety interlock can be connected directly to the Balluff safe
I/O module or other safety devices using standardized M12
connectors. With the
integrated safe
processing electronics and the OSSD
output stage they can
be used without
problem in applications up to PLe and
SIL 3. The non-contact, transpondercoded safety sensor
BID R03K is the ideal choice for monitoring guard doors and
flaps. The non-contact transponder coded safety interlock
BID Z01K is ideal for securing and monitoring guard doors
and safety flaps to protect persons from potential hazards or
prevent interruption of processes.

Efficient model of cable entry
The completely redesigned cable
entry frame is a compact system for
fast and easy routing and sealing of
pre-terminated cables, hoses and
pneumatic lines. Current slit QT
grommets are used and the new
frame now has an additional cap that
is snapped onto the fitted frame. The
KEL-Quick range is designed to suit
24 / 16 / 10-pin heavy-duty connectors as well as for cut-outs of 36 x
46 mm. The tool free and extremely
easy mounting is carried out by
screwing or by snapping into the KEL-Snap frame. Subsequent retrofitting and service work can be carried out
conveniently and the guarantee of pre-terminated cables is
maintained. The KEL-Quick-E is also available as a single-row
version. The new KEL-Quick range is tested for IP54 and UL in
addition to numerous other approvals and certificates.

www.balluff.com

PRODUCTS

www.icotek.com

Human-Machine Interfaces offer
comfortable machine handling

Real-time image processing

Mitsubishi Electric has
expanded its GOT2000
series of Human-
Machine Interfaces
(HMI) with two new
widescreen versions.
The ability to display
additional visual
information gives
users of the new GT21
and GT25 widescreen
HMIs the opportunity to enhance machine operability and
the potential to increase productivity. Other valuable features
include two separate Ethernet ports and a built-in sound
output interface that can be used for spoken alerts or information. Along with all of the standard functions of the existing
GT21 and GT25 range, the new GOT2000 widescreen HMIs
offer remote monitoring capabilities with the VNC server
function. By remotely connecting to the GOT from a personal
computer or tablet, users can monitor and operate production equipment and connect to system devices.

Machine vision is rapidly becoming a key quality enabler for
manufacturing machinery. This applies particularly to
Industrie 4.0 concepts, quality optimisation and track-andtrace applications. With TwinCAT Vision, Beckhoff has
incorporated comprehensive image processing capabilities
into its PC-based control system. TwinCAT software unites a
comprehensive range of machine functionality – PLC, motion
control, robotics,
high-end measurement technology,
IoT, HMI and now
machine vision – all
in an end-to-end
engineering and
control platform.
With this level of
integration, the
software eliminates
the need for separate vision solutions, often developed by
third parties. The software opens up vast innovation potential
in machine building – for instance, through consistent
real-time synchronisation with other automation tasks or
support of advanced track-and-trace solutions.

www.mitsubishielectric.com
www.beckhoff.com
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Fieldbus module protect man and machine
Nowadays it’s not very difficult to design
an automated paint shop. The challenge
lies in designing one that meets customer
expectations, while at the same time
complying with all safety regulations.
Recently, the company ADAL Sp. z o.o.
was able to successfully meet these
needs by using Murrelektronik safety
products in a paint shop in South West
Poland. Because of the large extent of the
installation and the high distribution of
safety signals, ADAL decided to use MVK
Metal Safety modules for safety I/Os. The types of sensors used in the application was
diverse, ranging from limit switches, guard-locks, and light curtains, to e-stop buttons.
Murrelektronik’s MVK Metal Safety allows all of the sensors to be easily connected and
implemented. Safety outputs are mainly used to stop the drives and cut off air pressure.
www.murrelektronik.com

Keep track of environmental conditions
With three new I/O modules in its X20 series, B&R
makes control cabinet monitoring easier than ever.
All three modules measure temperature and
humidity in the control cabinet and log how much
time the values spend within defined ranges. This
allows critical environmental conditions to be
evaluated later on. The modules also log operating
hours and power cycles internally. The X20CMR010
and X20CMR111 are also equipped with 512 kB of
non-volatile user memory. The memory functions
without a battery and is therefore maintenance free. It can be used to store recipes and
other data. The data will remain in the system even if the controller needs to be replaced.
www.br-automation.com

Your Global Automation Partner

Properly Connected!
Connectivity
Solutions That Fit
Benefit from more than 115 000 Turck solutions for your applications in the Connectivity field
Make use of our extensive range of cables, junction boxes, field wireables and much more
To meet the demands of your application, we will not hesitate to create customer-specific connectivity solutions

www.turck.com/connect

Kastas invests around 15 million
Euros in new headquarters

MOTION AND DRIVES

Kastas Sealing Technologies, manufacturer of sealing
elements, officially opened its new headquarters and
production facilities in Izmir, Turkey. More than 600
business partners joined the ceremony.

T

he new plant, which has been the most significant investment in the company’s history, will serve as a production
base, with sufficient capacity for meeting the future targets of our
organization. The new complex is now one of the most modern
sealing elements production facilities globally, while also serving as a new home for Kastas, thus signifying its ambitious future
strategies.
The new building covers a 55,000 m2 area, allowing all Kastas production units to be finally consolidated under one roof. Within the
new building, the company has a new production area with modern
infrastructure, space for future capacity increase and new investments. The new warehouse, that covers 4,200 m2 area, is equipped
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with latest technology like a full automated warehouse system for
efficient logistic operations.
The new headquaters building, unifies all administrative, sales,
marketing and technical departments, while offering modern office
space conducive to a good working atmosphere, with the goal of
enhancing creativity and productivity. Moreover, the building offers
indoor and outdoor recreational spaces, modern IT structure and
various meeting and conferencing facilities.
“Parallel to continuous growth that has not abated for decades, several years ago, we took the strategic decision to invest in a new modern building to accommodate our administration and production
units.” Our investment plan did not include additional space for new
machines and offices only, but also focused on modernizing the entire infrastructure, building technology and equipment, thus ensuring that these key elements would comply with the K
 astas strategic
targets, namely sustained growth, along with enhanced quality, efficiency, and productivity.” said Haydar Atilgan, Chairman and CEO.
Kastas is currently one of the leading producers of sealing
elements worldwide. Being a family-owned company, Kastas is
increasing its market share in various country markets and business
segments. With its large organization of more than 500 employees in

01 The official opening took place on October 6, 2017

02 Kastas welcomed more than 600 business partners at the ceremony

seven locations, Kastas had invested in an European logistic center
in Hamburg, Germany in 2014. “Our new facilities will be our home
for the next several decades while we realize our strategic targets
and our new vision established in 2017, “Being the first-choice
sealing technology partner of industries worldwide’’ said Bircan
Atilgan. “Our growth strategy consists of many development areas
and action plans but mainly it stands on four main pillars. These are
innovative products and services, sustainable quality, brand and
corporate development.”
Kastas already realized important equipment investments at the
new plant such as new compounding line, automatic mixing unit,
new R&D test center, plenty of compression molding and injection
molding machines which provided more than 20 % extra production capacity and efficiency in production processes. With the additional investments which are already planned and ordered for 2018,
Kastas increases production capabilities as well as capacity parallel
to its growth strategy.

03 Haydar Atılgan, CEO and General Manager, at the speech

Pictures: Kastas sealing technologies

www.kastas.com

04 Tour with guests
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Extremely reliable
safety brakes for stage
shows and concerts
For decades, the superior braking technology from
Mayr power transmission has been protecting
people and systems, and even saving lives in cases
of emergency. During his visit to Mauerstetten,
Martin K., a systems technician tries to find out
what makes these brakes so reliable.

F

MOTION AND DRIVES

or a moment, there is a pin drop silence in the hall. Spellbound,
the audience watches as the young singer, Martin’s daughter,
floats back to the ground over the heads of the other artists to land
gently back on the stage. Then a thundering applause breaks out.
Martin grips his wife’s hand. She smiles. He can see how proud
she is: their daughter’s performance has once again received a big
round of applause.
Of course, Martin is also proud, but primarily he is relieved. Once
again, the stage show equipment and in particular, the braking
technology has operated smoothly. His daughter, the star of show,
and the other performers were never in danger. Due to his vocation
as a service technician, he is fully aware of what can happen when
stage technology does not function properly. Only last September,
he and his colleagues were conducting an operation in a football
stadium in central america. Heavy stage elements, decoration and
spotlights should have been moved, braked and accurately held
above the heads of artists and spectators using winches in an exclusive but complex opening event. However, the safety brakes in these
systems did not want to co-operate.

Rescued at the last minute – reliable products save
a great deal of trouble!
With difficulties arising in the performance of the brakes, it then
became clear, the safety brakes were not designed for the high humidity prevalent in tropical regions. So that the opening ceremony
could still take place as planned, the brakes were eventually
replaced at the last minute. Together with the system operator
on-site, they had quickly come to a conclusion and decided to use
safety brakes by mayr power transmission. After the failure of the
original brakes, it was clear to everyone that it is not natural that
brakes function reliably - and therefore the decision was made to
use products from the German specialist in safety brakes. These
brakes operate perfectly and without compromises, and fulfil all
safety requirements.
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During a visit to Mauerstetten in the Allgäu region of Germany, the
headquarters of the family-run company, Martin K. wanted to find
out for himself what makes mayr’s brakes so reliable.

Imagine you are travelling in an elevator and the
safety brakes fail …
Martin’s dialogue partners, Product Manager Bernd Kees and
Philipp Kempf from the Product Development team, were waiting for him on his arrival. During the tour around the company

Q

uality not only means the
construction of a reliable
brake, but also that every
single brake must function
reliably under the specified
extreme values
Bernd Kees, Product
Manager at mayr power
transmission

c ampus, they explained to him why people can rely on brakes from
Mauerstetten in their everyday lives. “Apart from stage technology,
elevators are also a particularly easy to follow example”, says Bernd
Kees. “Most of us use an elevator every day. No-one wants to imagine what would happen if the safety brakes were to fail. The same
applies in hospitals with operation-support robots, for e xample.
The robot joints are held in position using safety brakes. In case
of an eye operation, for example, the robot arm must under no
circumstances wobble or drop suddenly”.

01 For many decades, brakes such as the

Roba-stop-silenzio in stage technology
around the world have reliably ensured
the safety of artists and performers
– without compromises

“Our brakes are deployed in different machines and systems – anywhere where movements must be reliably braked and/or precisely
held. The demands on the brakes – and primarily on the components that are the heart of these brakes, the friction linings – are also
completely different. This starts with the environmental conditions,
such as humidity or temperature. In case of machine tools, the presence of lubricants in the surrounding area must also be taken into
consideration. The specific task of the brake should also be taken
into consideration, for example, is the braking static, i. e. does it
concern holding brakes ? Or do the brakes also have to arrest movements, for example in case of an emergency stop or power failure,
i.e. dynamic braking ? How much load do the brakes have to carry,
and how often ? How short must the stopping distances or times be
so that no one is harmed”?
“All these questions and many more have to be answered”, adds
Philipp Kempf. “Only in this way can we ensure that a safety brake
is correctly selected and designed for a respective application. We
do not achieve this simply through data. Central components of
our safety and quality claims are therefore the extensive tests and
checks which are unique in their form. This is particularly the case
in the field of friction technology. The company ensures that the
values stated in the catalogue are also reliably achieved. This also
means that we know the limits of the friction systems we use. And of
course, the experience and knowledge from these tests flow into the
development of our products”.
In the meantime, the little group has arrived in Production, and
enters the Testing Department. The typical smell of machined metal
hangs in the air. A regular, muffled noise of brakes in service lifetime
tests can be heard quietly echoing through the open door.

Safety does not allow for compromises
“We want to know what really happens in an application with the
customer. Therefore, we test the static and dynamic braking torques
as realistically as possible on various rotating mass and torsion test
stands. In the process, we also subject our safety brakes to extreme
climatic tests with a temperature range from - 40 to +180 °C, and a
humidity range of almost 0 to 95 %. For this purpose, we enclose the
safety brakes gas-tight in a thermally insulated chamber. The air conditioning unit then generates the required temperature or humidity
in the chamber. During the tests, we determine parameters such as
the braking torque, speed, temperature, friction coefficient and friction work, and check these under various conditions. Furthermore,
we assess the coefficient of friction profile and the wear behaviour
of the friction system, because in later application, the brakes must
always function in the respective system – as safety does not allow
for compromises” says Philipp Kempf. As the group continues its
tour of the company, they pass by the partial lining test stand for the
testing of friction linings and the sound measuring cabin for noisedamped safety brakes, right up to the final test stands.

Functional reliability under extreme conditions
through the life time
“Every single safety brake which leaves the factory must pass a
100 % check after complete assembly and adjustment”, says Bernd
Kees. “All the measurement values determined are archived,
together with the associated serial number of the brake, in our
electronic database. This ensures 100 % traceability”. By the end of

02 Comprehensive tests and inspections have always been a central
component of Mayr’s braking technology. (Here: a final test stand for
Roba- servostop safety brakes, which are used in the field of robotics)

the tour, Martin K. is absolutely satisfied. The Product Manager and
Developer have answered all his questions, and Martin K. discovers,
as many visitors before him: “There is hardly any other manufacturer for industrial brakes who has such a vast and well-equipped,
high-tech testing area as mayr”.

Centre for application training and interaction
with customers
The visit ends with a detour to the construction site of the adjacent
new communications centre ‘mayr.com’. Both mayr employees
proudly show their guest how this modern, sophisticated round
building is already taking shape. “Soon our meetings and seminars
for dialogues with customers will take place here, but sometimes
also cultural events, for example, concerts – perhaps a new stage for
your daughter”, says Bernd Kees, winking!
Photographs: Lead Photo Fotolia, Chr. Mayr GmbH + Co.KG

www.mayr.com
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The digitalization of sugar beet
The quota for sugar beet is reducing in the European
Union. The EU used this quota to determine a
production volume allocated to individual companies,
and in turn to sugar beet farmers. A fixed price was
guaranteed for this quota. In case of overproduction, it
had been possible to export up to an upper limit which
was defined by the WTO due to import restrictions.
However, a drop of the quota does not mean the
complete opening up of the European market, as
certain import duties still remain. Nevertheless, many
people are speaking of a new era, and most view
themselves as being well-equipped for new,
international competition. The company ROPA
contributes towards this readiness with their sugar
beet harvesters, which increase the competitiveness of
their users thanks to digitalization.

T

oday, digitalization is a topical issue. Whether politicians are
talking about the Internet of Things, managers in DAX companies about Industrie 4.0 or ordinary people about their smartphone
and their connected fitness watches – everyone knows what this is
about. Or not? Digitalization is the basis for all these services. No
computer or control unit can undertake calculations without the
existence of measurement parameters for machines, processes or
people in digital form. Without communication – wired or wireless – data cannot be collected and transferred. And without the
correspondingly scalable server architectures, it is impossible to
manage the ever-increasing data volumes. Essential here is the correct software to make this data volume manageable, to provide this
data in a comprehensible manner or to prepare the data correctly
for a process. Even if all prerequisites are fulfilled, one last hurdle
remains: very different systems from multiple manufacturers and
with diverse focal points have to work together seamlessly.

MOTION AND DRIVES

The machine and its data
For many years, ROPA has addressed these challenges, and created the basis for digital services at an early stage through the auto
mation of their machines. Machine data is recorded by sensors,
converted into electrical signals, processed by control units and displayed on the ROPA terminal. Reciprocally, commands are sent to
the control units via the terminal and joysticks, which together with
the current sensor data, are linked to corresponding commands for
actuators on the machine. In addition, a small telematics unit by
Sensor-Technik Wiedemann (STW), the TC3G, acts as a datalogger,
as a programmable data pre-processing unit and as a gateway to
the R(OPA)-Connect server. The free programmability of the TC3G
has been used here to implement a secure, data-saving protocol for

Author: Hans Wiedemann, Manager Marketingat at STW
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communication with the R-Connect server. Both, mobile
telecommunications and a WiFi connection to a router can
be used for data transmission, which then forwards the
data on via an IP connection to the R-Connect server. As
a result, the TC3G becomes the data management hub of
the machine.
One task of the R-Connect server is to depict and comprehensibly document all essential machine conditions in
real-time during harvesting. Valuable information regarding potential, hidden faults can be analysed here and used
for predictive maintenance. This comprehensive depiction of
pressures, speeds, sensor and potentiometer values is unique as a
basis for the assessment of the currently-operated machine settings
in connection with the currently-depicted fuel consumption. As
a r esult, professionals can provide remote support to new drivers
with the machine settings. In a playback function, the harvest can
be tracked in detail along a timeline with all trimming and lifting
settings. The data can serve as a basis for future sowing and harvesting planning or for training driving personnel.

The portal and the app
Besides the fact that a Tiger Type 6 sugar beet harvester with up to
768 PS, a length of 15 m and a height of 4m is an impressive machine,
the task of harvesting beet appears relatively simple. However, a
great deal of knowledge is involved, and an exact understanding
of the work process, which can only be sensed when observing
the machine in more detail. What is important is the fact that the
harvesting process is not a standalone process. Beet harvesters are
integrated into a complex logistics and order management chain.
Today, these run, almost without exception, via the logistics portal “farmpilot”. In simple terms, farmpilot is an order management
and navigation system for groups in which many participants are
integrated. Furthermore, additional functions exist such as the digital document entry or the storage of working times. The provider
is Arvato Systems, a subsidiary of the Bertelsmann Group, which
has over the past years adapted farmpilot to the requirements of the

01 TC3G – the data
management hub in
the Tiger

sugar industry. farmpilot can be used without problems in almost
all areas of cross-company work.
An app is also included in the farmpilot portal; an application
which operates on a tablet PC. All data is compared between the
farmpilot portal and the farmpilot app on the tablet PC prior to commencing a harvesting order. The order data is created in advance by
the farmer, dispatcher and the sugar refinery, and supplemented
with external orders.

Linking worlds
The harvester driver starts an assignment in the farmpilot app. The
app automatically transfers the assignment-relevant data to the
ROPA terminal via WiFi, in which a new harvesting assignment is
also simultaneously started. As soon as the harvester driver ends
the current assignment in the farmpilot app, the assignment is
automatically completed in the ROPA terminal. All invoice-relevant
data for the completed assignment (harvested area, output, consumption, empty run ratio, harvesting speed) are transferred via the
TC3G to the R-Connect server, and from there onto farmpilot. This
path is selected because only in this way can both the assignment
scope data and the associated telemetry data be unambiguously
merged. In this way only one source exists for correct invoicing.
An error source is excluded as the data transmission occurs automatically, without the intervention of any people. Simultaneously,
this also means increased safety for the driver and the environment of the machine, because there are no longer any distractions.
Furthermore, the necessity for separate systems for different sugar refineries becomes obsolete through this solution, allowing
the companies to save on investment costs. Thanks to the use of
modern technology, significant time-savings are achieved in the
planning, coordination and execution of the beet harvest, and for
subsequent hire and loading logistics. The farmers, contractors and
refineries therefore find themselves well-equipped for international competition thanks to increased efficiency and increased costeffectiveness. Farming 4.0 has thus become reality.

Future additional benefits through digitalization
There is certainly immense potential for increased efficiency
through the improvement of the logistics and processes concerning sugar beet harvesting. Savings can also be achieved through a
reduction of the standstill times of the machines. Of course, all those
involved in the process chain want the operation to run as continuously and fault-free as possible, because standstill time inevitably
leads to re-planning. As a result of the hard demands in the field,
no maintenance-free beet harvester is available on the market yet.
However, without maintenance, faults and therefore failures are
certain to occur. The objective is to eliminate these faults as rapidly
as possible. An even better approach is not to allow faults to occur
at all. ‘Condition Monitoring’ can be used for this purpose with the
assistance of the R-Connect server. Wear and maintenance criteria
can be derived from the measurement values of an individual machine. As a result, the area counter can be continuously monitored,
can trigger the re-sharpening of the scalper blades on reaching a
set value, and can reserve an appropriate time slot for the execution of replacement work. Failures can be avoided in advance, i.e.
preventatively, using this method. This is designated as ‘Predictive
Maintenance’. If this is developed further, then the algorithms used
to recognise faults can also be implemented on the machine. The
freely-programmable TC3G by STW, on which all data is merged,
is also the right platform for this purpose. As a result, large volumes
of data become smart data, and the transmitted data volume can be
further reduced.
Software updates also fall under the topic of maintenance. For
this purpose, the plan is to install new software packages on to the
TC3G itself, on downstream control units and on the ROPA terminal via the R-Connect server and the TC3G. Security is always
an important aspect of this process. Today, not only PCs are the
target of hacker attacks, but also machine control units. Therefore, great attention should be paid to the appropriate secure software and protected accesses – in principle, a case of ‘Preventive
Maintenance’.
Photographs: lead and 02 ROPA, 01 STW

02 The driver has the assignment, process and machine data in view at
all times on the ROPA terminal

www.stw-mobile-machines.com/en
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Hydraulic pressure intensifier solution
for manifold integration

PRODUCTS

Roth Hydraulics offers energy-efficient
hydro accumulator solutions
Roth Hydraulics offers full range of solutions from piston,
bladder and diaphragm accumulator systems. These accumulators manufactured guarantee safety and requires minimum
maintenance. The Roth ACCU software is used for the planning
and design of accumulator systems and for the simulation of
operational performance. The compact and lightweight design
of the Diaphragm accumulators make them suitable for use up
to 350 bar and temperature
range of - 35 to + 80 °C.
Bladder accumulators are
used under extreme
conditions of pressures and
temperatures. They are
suited for damping of
short-stroke, high-frequency
oscillations and to maintain
pressure in a plant when the
unit switches off. The piston accumulators are available in sizes
ranging from 0.1 to 1 500 l. They are used where high output
volumes and power are needed. They are suited for temperatures ranging from -10 to +80 °C.

The German drive specialist, Nord
Drivesystems has expanded its range
of high-efficiency smooth-surface
motors. The new permanent magnet
synchronous motors without cooling
fins achieve IE4 / super premium
efficiency. This can greatly benefit the
food, beverage, and pharmaceutical
industries, and other hygienically
demanding applications. The efficient
smooth-surface motors are suitable
for use in dry as well as in areas requiring frequent cleaning. These super
premium efficiency synchronous motors operate significantly
more efficiently than induction motors, even in the partial load
range. This results in substantially low energy consumption and
lower Total Cost of Ownership. The motors furthermore feature
a particularly high power density and a very long product life.
Frequency inverters can be mounted directly onto the motor or
near the motor for perfect flexibility. Three motor sizes (80, 90
and 100) with power ratings from 0.75 to 2.2 kW are available.
Washdown-enabled inverter-controlled drive systems feature a
die-cast aluminum housings with smooth surfaces, designed so
that cleaning fluids and foams easily run off.

www.roth-hydraulics.de/en

www.scanwill.com

A new series of servo motors for highprecision applications from Baumueller

Highly efficient motors suitable for
hygienically demanding applications

With the DSH1 series, where “H” stands for high precision,
Baumueller has created another derivative in its range of servo
motors. The latest product by the provider of drive and
automation solutions impresses with a particularly low torque
and an extremely high control accuracy. The new series of
servo motors can be optimally integrated into the current DS
servo motor product range. With the existing modular system,
the mechanical interfaces
and connection technology are designed similar to
the existing servo motors
series. This means that the
servo motor can be used
without making any
adjustments in the
mechanics or connection
technology. The maximum
rotational speed range of the DSH1 servo motors, which are
available in the sizes 45 to 100, is up to 6 000 rpm with rated
outputs of up to 8.2 kW in the self-cooling version. With its
broad range of servo motors series DSC1, DSD2, DSH1, DSP1
and the DSE-integrated motors, tasks in the handling and
robotics area as well as special tasks in plastics, printing, textile,
tool and packaging machines and many other areas can always
be achieved with the precisely required performance.

Nord Drivesystems has expanded its range of high-efficiency
smooth-surface motors. The new permanent magnet synchronous motors
without cooling
fins achieve IE4/
super premium
efficiency. This
can benefit the
food, beverage,
and pharmaceutical industries, and
other hygienically demanding applications. The efficient
smooth-surface motors are suitable for use in dry as well as in
areas requiring frequent cleaning. These super premium
efficiency synchronous motors operate significantly more
efficiently than induction motors, even in the partial load
range. This results in substantially low energy consumption and
lower Total Cost of Ownership. The motors furthermore feature
a particularly high power density and a very long product life.
Frequency inverters can be mounted directly onto the motor or
near the motor for perfect flexibility. Three motor sizes (80, 90
and 100) with power ratings from 0.75 to 2.2 kW are available.
Washdown-enabled inverter-controlled drive systems feature a
die-cast aluminum housings with smooth surfaces, designed so
that cleaning fluids and foams easily run off.

www.baumueller.de/en

www.nord.com
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The next generation of integrated
stepper motors ready for Industrie 4.0

Sensorless motor control using
Sinamics reluctance control license

JVL Industri Elektronik A/S, the
manufacturer of integrated servo
and stepper motors, introduces a
completely new generation of the
‘Nema23’ integrated stepper motors.
Integrated motors mean you get an
all-in-one solution. In one unit you
get motor, drive electronics, encoder,
motion controller and an embedded
PLC with 8 I/O points onboard. The motors can operate as
stand-alone units or be controlled from a master PLC or PC.
Even without options the new ServoStep motors offer some very
strong features like closed-loop operation, torque control,
ultra-high resolution of 409600 step/revolution resulting in
smooth and silent running at a wide speed range from 0 to
3 000 rpm. Power supply ranges from 7-72 volts DC, for supply,
signals and communications the series is equipped with 4 M12
industrial connectors and serial RS485 interface. All ServoStep
motors are delivered with industrial Ethernet encompassing all
major protocols. Something unique that this product offers is
that, users can even change Ethernet protocol by updating the
firmware using the MacTalk software. Using the onboard
Ethernet-switch users can daisy-chain cables from one motor to
the next, getting rid of the cabling hassles completely.

Firmware version 4.8 allows
Simotics synchronous motors to
also be operated with Sinamics
S120 converters, enabling them to
benefit from the functionalities of
the modular S120 product portfolio.
The new Sinamics reluctance
control license used in combination
with the Sinamics Booksize Modules means that precise drive
control down to a complete standstill is now possible with and
without a position sensor. Field oriented vector control across
the operating range makes for a tangibly more robust drive
system. Unlike U/f-based methods, for instance, any possibility
of motor stalling in the event of load jumps is excluded.
Sensorless control also enhances the energy efficiency of the
drive, as even in the low speed range it allows obtaining low
values normally only possible using a sensor. The new solution
is particularly suited for applications calling for a high level of
accuracy, such as servo pumps requiring precise operation
right from standstill under high load. The new functionalities
are technically implemented using special test pulses which are
fed into the motor at low speeds, allowing the motor position to
be determined even without inducing a voltage capable of
being evaluated at the motor terminals.

www.jvl.dk

www.siemens.com

New range of high performing TPU seals
with excellent material properties
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With COG VarioPur, the seal
manufacturer C. Otto Gehrckens presents its new range of
products in the premium
segment: the 3 high-performance materials are based on
thermoplastic polyurethanes
(TPU/AU). Both, the abrasion
and the extrusion resistance are
at least 5 times higher than those of the traditional material
NBR. Furthermore, the 3 TPU materials show excellent gas
tightness and a high level of tolerance to a wide range of gases
– from oxygen and nitrogen to synthetic hydrocarbons. The
product’s profile is rounded off by low swelling in mineral oil,
hydraulic media and lubricating greases, with generally good
chemical resistance and excellent dynamic behaviour. In
addition to the high-performing TPU material COG VarioPur
195, the company introduces 2 special TPU sealing materials.
The COG VarioPur 295 boasts an outstanding low temperature
flexibility right down to - 50 °C. The COG VarioPur 395 is the
top product in this range and its exceptional strength lies in its
hydrolysis resistance: a quality that does not exist in other TPU
materials. This material is extremely stable in aqueous media,
biologically degradable oils, inflammable liquids, triglycerides
and synthetic esters of hydraulic oils or water-free media.
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RMR measures from Vanderlande
safeguard competitive advantage

LOGISTICS

E-commerce companies face fierce competition to
retain online customers. At a time where same day
deliveries are available, factors such as the price,
marketing and returns processing are not the only
decisive factors when it comes to retaining customers,
delivery capabilities and quality must also be
considered. Both of these factors are significantly
affected by the availability of the intralogistics system.

M

alfunctions of the intralogistics system or individual system
components not only reduce the technical availability of a
plant, but in the worst case scenario, they also reduce the delivery
capabilities and quality of an e-commerce company. To ensure
both of these are maintained at a high level, it must be ensured that
the plant is updated on a continuous basis. The revision, modification and retrofit (RMR) method developed by Vanderlande ensures
that a high level of plant availability can be guaranteed.
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High system availability is a decisive factor
Intralogistics systems with a high level of availability significantly
influence the success of e-commerce companies. It is thus not surprising that most companies strive to achieve technical availability
of more than 98 percent. The malfunction of system components
or even the complete system have a negative effect on delivery capabilities and quality. Each system failure generates more work to
resolve the fault and thus increases the costs. In the worst case scenario, customers do not receive their goods on time, which in turn
can result in the loss of customers.
The aim is to already achieve a high level of availability during
the development of technical facilities and the project planning
process. While high-quality and durable components are selected
and installed during the development process, the project planning
process ensures that the system has a correspondingly redundant
design. During operation of the plant, an elaborate maintenance
concept and well trained service personnel ensure that the plant is
maintained at a high level of availability.
However, even a high-quality and well-maintained plant will
reach a point when further measures are required to also guarantee
a high level of technical availability in the future.

like basis, instead parts that have been discontinued or that are no
longer available are replaced with new components. Components
used in the drive and control technology sector and the IT system
are the main focus during this process.
Despite the overall system ageing, all three of these measures
ensure that a high level of plant availability is guaranteed for the
years ahead and that the customer is protected from any unpleasant surprises.

Determining causes of malfunctions

Durability problems with plant components
Generally, all system components have a certain service life that is
determined by their design. Mechanical components have a service life of 25,000 to 30,000 operating hours, while the service life
of electric components is defined by the number of switching cycles. System components, such as the control system or hard- and
software, are not as likely to be affected by durability problems, although it is more likely that they will be discontinued by the manufacturer. These components are then replaced with a new series
of products. Especially plants with long operating hours (24/7)
will reach the end of their service life relatively quickly, resulting
in an increased number of component failures and unscheduled
downtimes of the plant. This is why it is sensible to implement a
RMR measure no later than this point in time to ensure the plant
is fit for the future.

Principle of the RMR methodology
The RMR measures implemented by Vanderlande cover three
areas:
Revision: A revision encompasses all of the measures that ensure
the original capacity of the system is restored. It consists of a standard, general overhaul during which mechanical and electrotechnical components are replaced with new ones (from the same series).
Modification: A modification can include changing the layout,
working on the functionality of the control or IT system or improving mechanical system components. Generally, the functionality of
the system is adapted.
Retrofit: A retrofit is also designed to maintain the technical availability. In contrast to a revision, parts are not replaced on a like-for-

Comprehensive RMR measures start with a modification. It is not
always possible to adapt the layout or necessary to adjust the control system, although improving mechanical system components
can always be taken into consideration.
A fault analysis must be completed at the outset to be able to
improve specific system components. The supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) process records all of the faults over a
longer period of time so that the data can be analyzed. The analysis of the data must differentiate between operational faults caused
by the customer’s employees and technical faults. The results of the
analysis will help determine which areas of the system cause the
most or longest malfunctions. As the data cannot provide enough
detail about individual areas, the maintenance team must help to
determine which individual system components are causing the
malfunctions. Once the cause of the malfunction has been determined, a team of experts including process engineers, maintenance
technicians, systems engineers and R&D staff can develop technical improvements for the relevant system components. By using
newly developed and reliable parts, future malfunctions can be
minimized and the availability can be increased.
The revision and retrofit processes are then implemented following the modification. The basic approach for these processes is the
same, as both of these measures involve the replacement of components (see image). The only difference is that components, which
have been discontinued by the manufacturer, must be replaced
with new parts (retrofit).

Retrofit and revision procedures
A ten step plan is implemented as part of the retrofit and revision
measures.
Step 01 – Analysis of the facilities: During the first step, the layout
and bill of materials (BOM) must be used to determine which technical facilities are installed in the system. This step is necessary to
ascertain which facilities require a retrofit or revision.
Step 02 – Lifetime test: The service life of each individual component within a facility must be determined during the second step.
This is usually determined from lifetime sheets that contain the information. In addition, it must be determined how long the system
or individual system components have already been operated and
whether they have already reached the end of their service life. During this process, it is important to consider the different shift systems and go-live times of plant components.
Step 03 – Designation of the parts to be replaced in each facility:
This step is used to determine which parts in each of the facilities
need to be replaced. Generally, the lifetime sheets already contain
recommendations. However, there is also the opportunity to conWORLD OF INDUSTRIES 2018   
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Components are replaced as
part of the retrofit and revision
measures

sult experienced field service engineers (FSE). By working with the
technology on a daily basis, they can offer a vast amount of experience and know exactly which parts should be replaced as part of the
revision or retrofit process. During this step it must also taken into
consideration that some parts may have been discontinued and
therefore need to be replaced.
Step 04 – Determining the duration of the retrofit/revision measures per part: During the fourth step, it must be determined how
long it will take to replace a part within a system component. This is
necessary, to determine how much work will be required and to calculate the personnel costs at a later date, if necessary. When making
this assessment, it is advisable to rely on the expertise of the maintenance personnel for the relevant site, as they will know how long
it takes to replace parts on average.
Step 05 – Identification of the individual prices per part: The individual prices for the parts being replaced must be determined to be
able to calculate the overall price that the customer must pay for the
retrofit and revision measures at the end of the process. It is important that the current sales prices and prices for new parts, that will
replace any discontinued parts, are referenced during this process.
Step 06 – Determining the number of parts to be replaced: The
sixth step is used to determine the total number of parts that will
be replaced in the entire system. To determine this, the number
of facilities is simply multiplied by the number of parts being replaced per facility. If the system, for example, contains 100 roller
conveyors and five belts need to be replaced within each roller
conveyor, then 500 belts will need to be replaced in the overall
system. These calculations are necessary to be able to determine
the overall budget.
Step 07 – Determining personnel costs: The personnel costs are
calculated during the seventh step. As the fourth step already determined how long it will take to replace individual system components and step 6 determined the total number of parts that need
to be replaced, these two figures can be used to calculate the total
amount of time required for the work. The personnel costs can ultimately be determined based on the relevant personnel rates, including any surcharges for working nights and weekends.
Step 08 – Determining the total budget: The total budget is calculated from the costs for the parts that are being replaced and the
personnel costs. Discounts can already be taken into consideration
at this stage.
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Step 09 − Specification of priorities (facility, main/secondary
line): During the ninth step, it is determined which areas or facilities within the system require the retrofit/revision measures to be
implemented first. In this context, it is useful to split the system into
main and secondary lines. It is also advisable to include the customer in this process so that you can work together to determine
the priorities.
Step 10 − Suggested three year budget: To ensure that the customer does not need to implement all of the measures within one year
and does not suddenly have to pay high costs, it is can certainly be
advantageous to spread the measures across three years. The basis
for this is step 9 during which the priorities are determined. This
means that the total costs for the retrofit and revision measures can
be spread across three years.
The specific details of the retrofit and revision measures must be
determined following this step.

System maintenance thanks to preventative
servicing
Following the implementation of all of the RMR measures, the entire intralogistics system will be back to a standard that will continue to guarantee a high level of plant availability and thus ensure
excellent delivery capabilities and quality. The risk of expensive
system outages is thus significantly reduced. The loss of customers
due to delivery failures is no longer a worry. However, it is still necessary to maintain the system by implementing preventative servicing measures and a sophisticated maintenance concept. RMR
measures should also be reconsidered after a certain amount of operating time. Only then can it be guaranteed that the intralogistics
system remains reliable.
Only combining preventative servicing measures, a sophisticated
maintenance concept and RMR measures will guarantee excellent
delivery capabilities and quality in the long term, thus reducing the
probability of losing customers and offering a competitive advantage to e-commerce companies.
Photographs: Vanderlande

www.vanderlande.com

Linde Material Handling launched a
new product family of industrial trucks
Last year, Linde Material Handling
launched a new product family of
driver’s seat and stand-on platform
pallet trucks and double stackers.
Following the introduction of trucks
with a lateral or frontal stand-on
platform, models with a lateral
driver’s seat are now being
launched on the market as a second
step. Common to all these trucks is
their high traction force and
stability, an option of either lead-acid or lithium-ion batteries, and the innovative TipControl for
handling driving and lifting functions. In addition, they all
allow for the flexible arrangement of operating elements.
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Viastore implements automated mini-load
system at Claas company
Viastore’s local business unit in France
is currently implementing a new
automated mini-load system for
international agricultural machine
manufacturer Claas, at the company’s
Le Mans plant. There, 900 employees
develop and build about 55 tractors a
day. Technically, the solution consists
of an automated mini-load system,
which accommodates nearly 20,000 containers, trays, and cartons of various
sizes. These are transported by high-performance viaspeed storage/retrieval
systems, which meet the need for flexibility and efficiency in the warehouse
due to high dynamic values and energy-efficient drive and control technology. Viastore integrates all processes and control functions into SAP WM.
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AX4 introduces two new Analytics Tools
The AX4 logistics platform from Siemens subsidiary AXIT now
boasts two new analytics tools to help supply chain professionals
obtain faster, more powerful insights into their processes: “AX4
Cockpit” and “Analytics by Tableau” make it possible for data to be
easily analyzed and visualized based on the criteria you define. The
AX4 Cockpit offers a real-time overview right in AX4 of the data and
metrics you need and in a format
you can customize to your unique
needs and preferences, so you
always have an up-to-date
picture of your supply chain
performance.
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One conveyor technology
for three production areas

Regardless of barrels and big bags or
unmixed pallets with packaging material
– at Sanofi’s production site in Lüleburgaz/Turkey
more than 1,000 euro-pallets daily are moved over the
conveyors installed in the incoming goods and shipping
department. The expansion of the product portfolio resulted
in an increasing need for new conveyor technology solutions
allowing to smoothly handle pallets with a weight of up to
one ton.

LOGISTICS

T

he Sanofi group, headquartered in Paris, is one of the world’s
leading healthcare suppliers. According to the IMS, Institute for
Healthcare Informatics, Sanofi is the fourth-largest pharmaceutical
company around the world and has been renowned in the ambitious emerging markets for a long time.
In addition to the over-the-counter drugs (OTCs), Sanofi also focuses on solutions for diabetes, vaccines and innovative drugs in
therapeutic areas of oncology, thrombosis, cardiovascular diseases,
central nervous system and internal medicine. In Germany, Sanofi
is the fourth-largest manufacturer of pharmaceutical products.
From Lüleburgaz, products are exported to 40 countries.

Separation between hygienicpallet- and woodenpallet zone
The Klinkhammer Group has been awarded the contract by Sanofi,
Turkey, to plan and realize the conveyor technology, including two
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vertical conveyors, one pallet changer
as well as the complete control and visualization system. In April 2017, the project was
implemented. “Because of very strict quality specifications and requirements according to GMP in the pharmaceutical sector, pallets have to be changed. The highly performing logistics system by Klinkhammer puts up to 60 pallets
per hour from wooden to hygiene pallets or vice versa”, says Hakan
Kaya, logistics manager of the Industrial Operations division of the
Sanofi site in Turkey.
Making investments in new conveyor technology had become necessary as additional product lines have complemented the already
manifold range of products. At Sanofi, not only liquid and solid pharmaceuticals are manufactured at one site, but also ointments. These
three production areas are now connected via a conveyor bridge.
The core of the system is a pallet changer featuring a capacity of
up to 60 pallets per hour, which provides the production areas with

01 At Sanofi, up to 60 pallets per hour are put
from wooden to hygiene pallets and vice versa

02

The three production areas liquid pharmaceuticals, solid
pharmaceuticals and ointments are linked via conveyor bridges

01

02

Data and facts on the system:
n 200 m of conveyors
n Feed-in/pick-up points
n Pallet changer
n Cover sheet dispenser
n 2 vertical conveyors, 2 lifting stations
n Visualization computer
n Planning, installation and commissioning
n Project management

raw, auxiliary and operating material. Thanks to the optimized
conveyor section, finished goods are transported completely
automatically from the productions areas to the central shipping department. Besides the mechanical components, the
Klinkhammer Group also realizes the control of the system as
well as the visualization and material flow control. “The material flow optimization helps to increase the throughput of
goods while reducing manual operations. This considerably
increases the efficiency of the logistics system”, explains Hagen
Schumann, Authorized Representative and Head of Sales and
Consulting of the Klinkhammer Group.
Photos: Klinkhammer

www.klinkhammer.com
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Turkish cement manufacturer relies on
conveying technology from Beumer Group
Beumer Group, the company based in Beckum,
Germany, provides safe and economical pipe
conveyor system to one of Turkey’s leading cement
manufacturer Oyak Denizli Çimento Sanayii T.A. .
This efficient pipe conveyor system is used for
feeding various raw materials for its alternative
fuel generation system.

T

he Turkish cement market is booming. From the new international airport in Istanbul, to the motorway between Istanbul and
Izmir and many other large infrastructure, urban redevelopment
and residential projects; the need for construction material and
cement in particular, is immense and is expected to grow continuously in the years to come. Giant cement companies like the Oyak
Group will obviously have a large market share in implementing
these infrastructure projects. The cement manufacturer, Denizli Çimento Sanayii T.A.Ş., a subsidiary of Oyak Group is located in West
Anatolia in the Aegean and is set to benefit the most due to its convenient location to supply the finished product.

LOGISTICS

Cement factory
at Denizli Çimento Sanayii
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becomes a very important factor. For sustainable operations at
the cement factory, manufacturers put a particular focus on the
cost effectiveness of the process. “Our industry has always been
energy-intensive,” says Berkan Fidan, Deputy factory manager at
Oyak Denizli Çimento Sanayii. “But it is also a factor that can be
adjusted.” In 2015, the company representatives came together
and decided to focus on reducing the use of expensive primary fuels such as coal, gas and oil. The aim was to generate a large part
of the required energy from alternative sources. Within the scope
of this concept, the company therefore decided to invest in an individual AFR (alternative fuels and raw materials) system from the
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01 The pipe conveyor transports the

LOGISTICS

alternative fuels from the storage area
to the pre-heater

Beumer Group. This system has been running since January 2017
at the Denizli Çimento plant and has proved to be a particularly efficient and economical solution.
The AFR system from Beumer, stores, mixes and conveys differently composed materials such as the residue-derived fuels (RDF),
as well as shredded waste tires whose size usually does not exceed
120 x 120 mm. These differently composed materials comprise of
fuels for the pre-heater, calciner and the main burner. The core of
Beumer’s AFR solution is represented by the two pipe conveyors
used in this project. This completely enclosed conveying system
ensures an environmentally safe, dust-free and low-energy consuming transport mechanism of raw materials to make alternative
fuels and requires – and this is one of the most important factor – a
minimum level of personnel.
A lot of challenges arose in creating a conveying system for raw materials and alternative fuels at the Denizli plant. As the existing plant
had not been designed for this kind of systems. “We needed a partner
who supplies and installs a single-source solution” explains Güngör
Aydin, Project Manager at Denizli. In their search, the cement manufacturer looked to Beumer Group. “In the past, the system supplier
Beumer had installed a bucket elevator in the plant for a different
project. We are very satisfied with it and have made only good experience so far.” The contract was signed only one month after Beumer
Group had received the customer’s inquiry in October 2015.
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Entire system solution from a single source
In order to support producers of cement in the alternative fuels and
raw materials field, the German company Beumer Group has developed a complete business segment dedicated to AFR systems.
“Our technical know-how and tailor-made systems permit us to offer optimum support to our customers,” says Michal Hrala, Managing Director at Beumer Group Czech Republic. Founded in 1935,
as a manufacturer of conveying equipment, Beumer has enough
expertise when it comes to conveying application in the cement industry, as some of its first orders were placed by local cement, lime
and mining companies. As a system provider, the company is able
to supply and install the entire eco-system of the application from
aligning and unloading of the delivery vehicle, to the storing, conveying and feeding process of the alternative fuels.
On remembering his experience the deputy factory manager at
Oyak Denizli, Berkan Fidan explains, “We evaluated different variants of mechanical transport systems, but in the end, opted for a
single-source solution from Beumer Group based on the innovative
pipe conveyor technology.” In May 2016, CTN Makina, an authorized supplier of Beumer, manufactured all of the steel components
for the system and started assembling both the imported components and those manufactured on site. Beumer installed two conveyors, one was 206 meters long and the other one was 190 meters,

02 With its ability to

navigate horizontal
and vertical curves, the
conveyor can be optimally
adapted to the terrain

03 Two pipe conveyors,

206 and 190 metres long,
each with a capacity of
15 tonnes per hour

02

03
as well as the corresponding equipment for the two lines. Each pipe
conveyor reaches a capacity of 15 tons per hour. “This conveying
technology is not only eco-friendly but requires low maintenance,”
describes Michal Hrala of Beumer Group. “Its enclosed type of construction protects the environment from any material falling down
and from emissions. Another advantage is the lack of dust development on the running line”. With its ability to navigate horizontal
and vertical curves, the pipe conveyor can be optimally adapted to
the terrain. In comparison to other belt conveyors, the number of
required transfer towers is considerably lower. This allows for substantial capital cost savings for the customer.
The specialists from Beumer also took care of the project planning for the storage area and the required equipment as well as
numerous conveyors and supply lines. The company also handled
the supply of mechanical equipment and the steel structure, the
assembly and commissioning. The delivery of the residue-derived
fuel material is carried out in moving-floor trailers. The alternative
fuels are unloaded and stored at the receiving station. All four containers of the arriving material are fed with material from the storage area by a grab crane. These different fuels are then burnt in the
calciner and the main burner of the kiln. On top of that, Beumer
installed two containers with discharge devices in front of each pipe
conveyor ensuring an optimum mixture of the fuels. A container for
distribution is also installed at the end of each conveyor.

Sharing her experience Michal Hrala explains “During the construction dimensioning of this system we were faced with a particular challenge. Since the cement plant is located in an earthquake-prone area, we had to develop the system accordingly.”
That means: the design of the pipe conveyor had to ensure that
the conveyors withstand not only the dynamic load of an earthquake but also the repercussions. The existing pre-heater towers
represented another hurdle. As they offered very little space, the
designers at Beumer Group adapted the required equipment to
the narrow conditions.
In October 2016, barely one year after the contract was signed,
the commissioning of the system took place. “We are very satisfied with the single-source system of Beumer Group,” Güngör
Aydin, Project Manager at Denizli, sums up. All transport systems
supplied and the accompanying equipment are intertwined to
ensure steady fuel feeding. “Not only do we save costs by requiring a smaller amount of expensive primary fuels, we also work
much more energy-efficiently,” he declares. “This means that our
capital costs will have paid for themselves in a short amount of
time.”
Photographs: Beumer Group

www.beumergroup.com
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